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Title of Walk Colomers lakes circuit

Location of Start (include name of nearest 
village/town at start of description)

Salardu
Drive up from Salardu to the car park at the Banhs de 
Tredos (for the hotel) and park here. 42.656260, 
0.927143 (but see below)

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 7.5

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 400

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time including any stops

2.5hr
4.5hr

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

MS/C

Grid reference of start point (if known) Lat:  42.631795, Long:   0.920620  (top car park for 
taxi)

Directions to Start From the C28 road in Salardu at a roundabout find a 
sign pointing to “PN Aigues Tortes” (Park 
National............) and take this thin road.  Cross over 
the river and then begin a long twisty route up to a 
large car park just in front of a small “shed”.  The road
has been partly resurfaced but there is still a section of
potholes and rough going.
The “shed” is a ticket office for a mountain taxi which 
will take you further up the mountain for the sum of 
€4 each way per person.  In summer months you will 
have to queue.
Out of season you can drive beyond this point up the 
track to the terminus but it is a gravel road only.

Short walk description A wildly dramatic walk through a never ending set of 
picture book lakes.  Can easily be extended to take in 
even more.  The watershed mountains  peer down at 
you from high above.  The refuge is normally open 
after 2pm for sale of food and drink.

Full Walk Description Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far

Remember that you use these walk guides at your own risk.  Take precautions and if unsure – turn back!
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Follow the tarmac road up from the village of Salardu to the end and the parking at the 
end of the road.  Pay your dues for the mountain taxi ($4 each way in 2020) and take 
this to the high point on the track.

Now retrace your steps down the track and over the stream a few meters to find a finger
post and the start of the footpath to the Refugi de Colomers.  Take this ascending 
steadily.

Reach a level area with a reeded lake off to the left and walk across the boardwalk to a 
bridge which you cross and turn right.

Follow the higher line of this path uphill to just below the dam of a large reservoir and 
here turn left up to a finger post.

Now walk ahead and cross the dam wall.  Weave around the building at the far side now
following red white and yellow paint markers to reach its terrace and walk across this to 
find the continuing path now with red and white paint markers.

A little way ahead at a finger post take the left route aiming for the new refuge building 
beside the lake.

When you reach this continue slightly right and uphill through undulating boulder fields  
still with paint markers and then turn slightly right away from the lake to continue 
climbing steeply.

Just before sumitting an intermediate ridge turn left along it still on a path to find the 
next in your succession of lakes (Estany Mort) and you initially keep slightly above the 
shore and then drop to find the continuation of the path.

Climb steeply for a short distance and then swing firmly around to the left after passing 
a finger post indicating Estany Longh and Refugio Colomers in your direction of travel.

A short while later drop slightly to pass another lake and at the outflow to this either 
brave the rock crossing or drop a little to find a footbridge and then walk back up on the
continuing path slightly uphill and around the lake.

Rise briefly to cross a small rib and drop down to find a meandering stream.  The path 
drops along its bank briefly before finding a dry crossing and once across continue 
ahead through rocky terrain.

Cross a small ridge and find yourself facing two islands in the middle of another lake and
as soon as your are down through the initial rocks look for a thin path going off to the 
right....................

 and leading to a path going around the lake anti-clockwise.

There is a short rocky section to a negotiate along here but then the going eases again 
and you swing left to find an easy breach in the ridge on your right.

Reach a finger post in front of a very large lake where you turn left with red and white 
markers of the GR11 and aiming for the Refugio Colomers once again.

Climb a little to escape this last lake and the descend to an unmarked junction where 
you turn left climbing with red and white markers. (The unchecked R path might take 
you more directly back to the taxi car park?)

1km, 20min

1.6km, 33min

2.3km, 47min

2.9km, 1hr

3.8km, 1hr 18min

4.6km, 1hr 36min

5.1km, 1hr 47min
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Cross a col and descend steeply to the junction just in front of the dam which you 
encountered earlier and now turn right and descend on your incoming footpath  and 
back to the taxi (bus) stop on the track.

(Walking back down this is just over 4km )

Spanish maps included within these descriptions are provided courtesy of the Spanish IGN and rema  in © Instituto Geográfico Nacional

Walk Recommendations or restrictions None.  Needs mountain taxi.  (Closed after 15 Sep in 
2020)

see map below.................

Remember that you use these walk guides at your own risk.  Take precautions and if unsure – turn back!



Route followed is outlined in Red
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